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Abstract: With the rapid expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT), the necessity for lightweight
communication is also increasing due to the constrained capabilities of IoT devices. This paper
presents the design of a novel lightweight protocol called the Enhanced Lightweight Security Gate-
way Protocol (ELSGP) based on a distributed computation model of the IoT layer. This model
introduces a new type of node called a sub-server to assist edge layer servers and IoT devices with
computational tasks and act as a primary gateway for dependent IoT nodes. This paper then in-
troduces six features of ELSGP with developed algorithms that include access token distribution
and validation, authentication and dynamic interoperability, attribute-based access control, traffic
filtering, secure tunneling, and dynamic load distribution and balancing. Considering the variability
of system requirements, ELSGP also outlines how to adopt a system-defined policy framework. For
fault resiliency, this paper also presents fault mitigation mechanisms, especially Trust and Priority
Impact Relation for Byzantine, Cascading, and Transient faults. A simulation study was carried out to
validate the protocol’s performance. Based on the findings from the performance evaluation, further
analysis of the protocol and future research directions are outlined.

Keywords: IoT security; edge server; sub-server; gateway functions; lightweight protocol; traffic
filtering; policy framework

1. Introduction

The number of IoT devices is increasing significantly. Along with this rapid prolifera-
tion, the number of vulnerabilities and the chances of security breaches are also rising [1].
A great deal of research has been conducted to secure IoT-based networks, but new vulner-
abilities have been found, making it challenging to secure the entire IoT environment [2].
Industrial IoT (IIoT) is one of the promising domains where sensors and actuators perform
sophisticated tasks for automation and job efficiency [3]. Here, latency and security are both
curtailed for effective IoT communication. It is estimated that over 25% of cyberattacks have
been conducted through the IIoT domain [4]. With the development of embedded systems
and intelligent technology, devices have been deployed, but they still have constraints in
terms of memory, computing power, and energy [5–8]. Lightweight protocols aim to fulfill
system and security requirements through considering resource constraints. Minimizing
CPU usage, consuming low power (especially for battery-powered devices), implementing
overhead light, and reducing memory (RAM) usage are the essential requirements [9].
However, implementing security for these embedded devices has become challenging
due to the resource constraints associated with security operations, including crypto-
graphic operations, authentication, and critical management, thus increasing resource
usage [5]. This research article proposes an enhanced lightweight security gateway protocol
(ELSGP) for the edge layer, aiming to increase system proficiency considering security and
latency aspects.
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To ensure low latency and QoS for IIoT communication, it is essential to install the
edge server near the edge devices [10]. Due to their wide acceptability and low latency com-
munication characteristics, many researchers are interested in deploying edge servers [11].
Edge computing may fulfill the low latency requirement, but security is still a big concern
for IoT communication due to the heterogeneity of devices and the physically unprotected
environment [1]. Numerous security threats, such as injecting false or malicious data, can
cause disastrous outcomes in the entire communication infrastructure [12]. Therefore, a
lightweight threat protection mechanism is crucial for the edge layer. A limited number of
research works have considered IIoT edge servers for device management, enhanced secu-
rity, and lightweight communication schemes to fulfill low latency requirements. Therefore,
it is predicted that a developed protocol based on these requirements can significantly
enhance the proficiency of IIoT edge layer functions.

Based on the above, in this paper, we propose an enhanced lightweight security
getaway protocol to enhance edge layer latency and security performance. In this research
work, we also define a new type of node called a sub-server. The main objective of the
sub-server is to assist the edge devices for computing. The proposed sub-server is not
meant to replace the edge servers; instead, its purpose is to assist in distributing the
computation power that can be used for security and individual operations. To evaluate
the designed protocol and the proposed model, we mainly focused on a highly populated
IIoT environment where heterogeneous devices accomplish various operational tasks.

2. Background and Related Work

Industrial IoT (IIoT) is a subset of IoT [4] and it is expanding fast to reduce operational
costs, make the industrial processes agile and seamless, and enhance controlling and
monitoring [13]. IIoT ecosystems boost industrial productivity but at the risk of increasing
the attack surface, which causes security vulnerabilities [13]. To secure the IIoT ecosystem
from anonymous threats and attacks, researchers have developed various specialized
security models.

2.1. IoT Edge Architecture

The architecture in the IoT edge layer is equipped with numerous devices and proto-
cols [11]. The IoT edge layer architecture contains the following:

IoT devices: IoT devices work as the end nodes; these, depending on their function,
work as sensors, actuators, repeaters, integrators, filters, data transmitters, or intelligent
devices [1,12].

Gateway: A border gateway is required to communicate between the edge IoT network
and another external network [14]. To secure communication between an external network
and the internal edge IoT network, the border gateway applies various traffic filtering
rules [15]. To reduce the traffic volume in the gateway, numerous reduced traffic algorithms
can also be applied. In addition, a gateway routes the traffic from source to destination [16].

Edge servers: The edge server functions as the central hub of an IoT edge network [11]
in many applications where time-sensitive communication is required. To fulfill those
requirements, the edge server must be installed at the edge of the network. IoT devices
transfer data to the network server, and the server processes the received data on behalf of
the devices as the devices do not have adequate computing power [10]. The devices can
communicate with each other, but that communication process may experience security
breaches [2]. The primary working principle of the server is to aggregate and process the
data from the IoT devices and transfer the processed data to the gateway to transfer it to an
external server (or cloud server) [14]. Unlike traditional servers, these edge servers should
be handy, easy to maintain, and cost-effective [10].

Sub-servers: The edge server assists in computing and processing the functions of
IoT edge devices. To make the process of assisting the end devices more proficient, we
have proposed a new term for a device called a sub-server. The sub-server is like an edge
server but is not a substitute for it. The main objective of the sub-server is to distribute
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the computation power to perform the functions of the edge devices more efficiently and
strengthen the security operations. In terms of the proposed model, the sub-server will be
installed near the edge devices to reduce the physical and operational distance between the
edge server and end device.

Significance of the Sub-Server device:
In a highly dense operational environment, such as those used with IIoT configurations

where edge servers are connected to numerous end devices and work as end device
gateways, the sub-server can be installed to achieve the following operational benefits:

Enhanced security: Stronger security operations can be implemented on the edge.
Ensuring high availability: The failure of an edge server may cause an outage or break

communication with (or within) the associated end devices. Sub-servers can function as
a backup gateway with defined base operations until the recovery of the corresponding
edge server.

Load sharing: One of the purposes of this measure is to reduce the operational tasks
of the associated edge server.

Distributional operations: Supports co-functional activities, including microservices,
adopting SDN (Software-Defined Network) functions, protocol translation, and validating
external requests.

Segmentation of the end devices: Supporting segmentation both physically and logi-
cally based on end-used protocols or technologies.

Implementing policies: Adopting custom-defined policies and implementing
them accordingly.

Cost efficiency: As edge servers are costly, the implementation of sub-servers may
reduce the number of operational edge servers (based on the system requirements), which
may reduce implementation costs.

2.2. Related Work

To identify cyberattacks, some researchers have opted to design an intelligent ar-
chitectural paradigm [4]; in the aforementioned work, a low-power IIoT edge gateway
was considered for the architectural paradigm. A testbed result was presented where the
gateway node used a shallow footprint as the authors presented the gateway device as a
constrained device. In addition, an algorithm was developed for randomized cyberattack
mitigation for edge IoT devices.

A secured edge computing mechanism has been proposed to facilitate Microservices
(µs) for heterogeneous devices in industrial domains [15]. The experimental result of this
research study shows that the communication delay was significantly reduced by adopting
the µs in the security gateway. However, in this proposed edge computing mechanism,
the low computing attribute of the edge devices was not considered to apply the µs on
the security gateway. The architecture was designed based on several independent server
modules rather than a single server module.

Ref. [17] presented a multi-key-based mutual authentication system where a secure
vault was used to collect keys. The secret keys secure the communication between IoT
devices and servers. In the IoT system architecture, a cloud-based IoT server is considered
to communicate with the end devices over the WAN network. Instead of a single key-
based authentication mechanism, a set of keys are used to authenticate the communication
between the IoT server and the devices. Here, the end devices’ latency and CPU usage
constraints are not considered.

The secure mutual authentication protocol (SMAP) uses three techniques to secure
the authentication process: pseudo-random number generator, hash functions, and times-
tamps [18]. The advantage of this protocol is that it does not store the master secret
key and does not repeat the session keys, which is more secure than the traditional
authentication process.

Ref. [19] presented a data aggregation protocol for a WSN to verify and validate sensed
data. In this protocol, data are encrypted, segmented, and subsequently signed with a
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homomorphic MAC tag before forwarding. A comparison of overhead size packet drop
rate, energy consumption, and transmission delay among different protocols—the access
control and authentication (SDAACA) and Efficient Integrity-Preserving DA Protocol
(EIPDAP)—was carried out, and the proposed protocol showed enhanced performance.

Ref. [20] proposed a lightweight cryptographic protocol for IoT-based applications,
presenting two initiatives: integrating certificateless signatures and bilinear pairing crypto
primitives to accomplish security operations on constrained devices. The proposed protocol
was performed in a testbed platform that was developed using Raspberry PI 3 Model B.
The results of the performance evaluation of this cryptographic protocol show that the total
computational cost and time are improved.

Ref. [9] proposed a lightweight protocol for a serverless system to collect data from
Mobile Data Collectors (MDCs) and transfer it to a trusted third party. In their study, time-
sensitive communication was not considered. In the proposed protocol, a lightweight
cryptographic algorithm was used to keep the data and hash functions safe. Auto-
mated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) and ProVerif
tools were used to verify the protocol, and it was shown that the protocol can fulfill the
security requirements.

To secure the communication between a server and a device, Advanced Encryp-
tion Standard Constrained Queuing Telemetry Transport Protocol (AESCQTT) was devel-
oped [21]. This protocol is designed to block IoT network and application-level vulnerabili-
ties. Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) functions (over TLS) were applied by the
above-mentioned authors to minimize the communication overhead. A table comparing
the performances of CoAP, Data Distribution Service (DDS), and AESCQTT was presented,
wherein five parameters (throughput, energy consumption, packet delivery ratio, security,
and end-to-end delay) were considered for every parameter, and enhanced performance
was recorded for AESCQTT.

Ref. [22] proposed an authentication and key agreement (AKA) scheme to address
the security risks and computation costs of the Internet of Drones (IoD). This lightweight
scheme secures a one-way hash function and runs bitwise XOR operations to authenticate
both user and drone. This proposed scheme was compared with two other schemes [23,24]
in terms of bandwidth (communication cost) and computation cost. The results of the
performance evaluation show that the AKA scheme has the lowest costs among these
three schemes.

Ref. [19] proposed an aggregation tree-based protocol to aggregate data fragments by
using data validation and integrity verification. This protocol was designed for wireless
sensor networks for the aggregation, verification, and synchronization of fragmented data
blocks by using a homomorphic MAC tag. This newly developed Data Validation and In-
tegrity Verification for Trust-based Data Aggregation Protocol (DVIVTDAP) demonstrates
better performance in comparison with the Efficient Integrity and Preserving Data Aggre-
gation Protocol (EIPDAP) [25] and the Secured Data Aggregation using the Access Control
and Authentication (SDAACA) protocol [26]. Here, the performance of DVIVTDAP was
evaluated mainly based on overhead size, detection delays, and energy consumption.

Ref. [27] studied the performance of a developed IoT testbed environment using CoAP
and Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) on the Contiki operating system. The
comparison between CoAP and CoAP-DTLS showed the experimental results in terms
of energy and latency, and the CoAP-DTLS protocol incurs higher CPU usage, memory
usage, and latency than the non-encrypted CoAP protocol. Ordinarily, an encrypted
platform requires higher resource usage than an unencrypted platform. Here, the authors
showed comparative relational data, but the experimental testbed data was not significantly
improved to a great extent.

There exists several recent research papers wherein it is identified that either security
functions are compromised to reduce the operational tasks of the end devices [28,29]
or the constraint of the end devices is not considered enough to adopt the security
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functions [15,17,18,30]. To a limited extent, responsiveness during time-sensitive com-
munication has been considered [4,9,31,32].

Considering all of the above requirements, limited research [19,21,22] has been con-
ducted on the adoption of flexible custom-defined policies according to system require-
ments. Adopting improved services [19,20,31] may produce additional traffic, which may
not be relevant to the functionalities of the end devices. This shows the necessity of
adopting improved traffic filtering techniques to prevent unwanted resource utilization.

Any considered technique compromises one or many of the following to some extent:
security, power, latency, or traffic aggregation, and filtering. There should be a solution
that can more closely balance security operations and minimal operational power with
improved latency performance. By considering all these metrics, we propose a distributed
computational architecture with an enhanced security protocol.

3. Design of an Enhanced Lightweight Security Gateway Protocol for the Edge Layers

This lightweight security gateway protocol aims to enhance security operation by
ensuring operational latency preferences. In this section, in order to demonstrate the
proposed ELSGP protocol, we will explore the challenges of the existing edge server-based
edge layer architecture. Subsequently, we will present how the proposed IoT edge layer
architectural model mitigates the explored challenges. Finally, following the presentation
of the model, the ELSGP protocol will be presented.

3.1. Challenges of the Existing Edge Server-Based System

In many research studies and previous IoT computational models, edge layer servers
are proposed to assist constrained IoT devices. However, for this research paper, we
investigated edge server operations and discovered several challenges for edge-server
based IoT edge layer communication systems. These challenges include the following:

1. Edge server failure and its impact: In a highly populated IIoT system, an edge
server computes, stores, and controls data for many edge devices. The impact of the failure
of one server may cause a significant outage or it may increase the load on the other servers.

2. Handling diversified devices: In an industrial scenario, many heterogeneous
devices are controlled from or through the edge server. Therefore, the servers need to be
designed and configured according to the requirements of the system operations, which is
challenging if there is a requirement to maintain the diversified compatibilities.

3. Supporting multi-communication technologies: Several communication technolo-
gies need to be incorporated into the server system, which makes the server configuration
complex. Wi-Fi, Zigbee, Bluetooth, 6LoWPAN, 5G, and so on are the different kinds of
communication technologies that interconnect the edge devices to the system. Maintaining
the various technologies from the same server is truly complex and challenging.

3.2. The Proposed Model

The proposed model has been developed to make the edge server-based edge layer
architecture more distributed in terms of computation, security, and system operational
tasks. Figure 1 shows the proposed edge layer architecture. The end nodes are considered
as the IoT devices, which include edge IoT devices, operational sensors, and actuators.

In this architectural model, we have introduced a new network entity called a sub-
server, which is a server-like device that is not meant to replace an edge server but is
designed to enhance the capabilities of the constrained IoT devices. Implementing a
sub-server can help to achieve the following objectives:

To support lightweight communication and advanced encryption at the same time in
the edge layer.

To fulfill the latency requirement of sensitive traffic.
To reduce operational tasks at the edge server.
To achieve logical and physical isolation among the group of IoT devices to reduce

attack surfaces.
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To enable a more distributed computational system.
To provide two-layer validation, i.e., primary and secondary validation (IoT device to

sub-server and sub-server to edge server). When the generated data travel from one logical
zone to another zone or (to or from) the edge server, this two-stage validation could help
to maintain privacy and isolate the devices of one logical group from other groups of the
same system.
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The end nodes will have client principles, and the Sub-servers will have both server
and client principles. Participating sensors in the network can act like a typical sensor
network wherein the communication channels can be established in a wired or wire-
less medium. However, according to this designed architecture, the formation of a
wired/wireless sensor network(s) should follow the developed principles, which are
elaborated in Section 3.2.1.

Based on a system requirement, one or many edge servers can act as the coordinating
server(s). Both sub-server and edge servers should have gateway features, and these
features are elaborated in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. As is the case with the typical IoT
architecture, the edge servers are connected to a cloud-based server or a remote server.

3.2.1. Concept of Zones and Groups

In the proposed model, every IoT device is directly connected to a sub-server through
a wired or wireless medium. A zone is determined as a physical group of IoT devices that
are directly connected and administrated through or from a sub-server. Every end device
within a zone should contain the same Zonal ID. Here, the zonal ID is denoted as ZID.
According to the proposed model, every ZID of a particular network should be configured
identically to the others. The ZID can be determined by the system admin or through a
predetermined group policy.

The key differences between the zone and group concepts can be summarized as
follows: A zone is the physical segmentation of all operational nodes, whereas a group
is all about the logical segmentation of the devices. Grouping can be modified by system
control commands, whereas a zone is more resistant to change; a zone can only be changed
when a device is physically moved to another zone.

In an IoT system, an end device may need to transfer or receive data from other
end devices to execute an operation. Virtual grouping between end devices may require
fulfilling the security and independent communication requirements of a system. A group
of end devices from the same or different zones can exchange data without repeated
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authentication processes, and it is expected to reduce the data transmission latency and
computation resource usage. In an IoT system, numerous heterogeneous devices perform
operational tasks together. Depending on the system requirements, these devices have
various attributes, which may create a complex operational environment. On the other
hand, among these devices, many homogeneities or operational dependencies exist. To
synchronize and secure system operations with the designed model, we have introduced
the idea of grouping.

According to the proposed protocol, a logical grouping (as shown in Figure 2) catego-
rizes end devices based on attributes and predesigned group policy to isolate the group
devices from other groups and secure intra-group communication. The devices in a local
zone can be the members of a group, but the devices of a group may not be members
of a local zone. Group members of a particular group are modifiable through the group
policy or under the local or remote administration. In contrast, A-Zone members cannot be
modified within the policy framework or local/remote administration unless the physical
changes happen in the zone. However, The ZID can be determined via the system admin or
through a predetermined group policy.
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3.2.2. Implementation of Microservices

In a complex IIoT environment, heterogeneous devices need to be operated and
maintaining the quality of service (QoS) of the system is challenging. In various con-
texts, conventional edge computing cannot fulfill the QoS [15]. Therefore, researchers
are currently focusing on implementing µs in IoT systems due to their multitudinous
properties, including scalability, modularity, resiliency, and compatibility in heterogeneous
devices [15].

In the proposed model, multiple operations need to be conducted at different levels of
the system, which could make the system more complex. µs can be implemented to resolve
this problem and simplify the operational tasks. From protocol translation services to the
different kinds of gateway operations in the edge layer, µs can be implemented to make the
system more simplistic, resilient, and constrained resource-compatible.

To rescue the operational and computational tasks in a cloud–edge-based hybrid
environment, numerous applications need to be processed at the edge to fulfill the latency
requirement, and monolithic services can be replaced with µs [33]. The µs will be deployed
in a sub-server and edge server according to the predetermined policy framework.

However, maintaining the dependency relationship within the µs is complex in a large
IIoT system, as a large amount of data needs to be transferred among the adjacent µs [33].
In a µs-based system, every service request and response should have a unique identifier,
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i.e., a correlation ID [34]. Managing and coordinating these unique request processing
identifiers requires additional computational resources.

In this distributed computation-based architecture, to make the µs more simplistic, the
µs-based applications are processed into two phases. In phase 1, only the relational services
will be deployed and operated at the sub-server. The relational services may vary from
one sub-server to another sub-server. This way, the transition of redundant data and the
processing of redundant operations can be stopped. In phase 2, only the adjacent µs need
to be deployed. The adjacent µs also may vary from one edge server to another edge server.

3.2.3. Gateway Functions at Sub-Server (Phase 1)

The end devices are constrained in nature. These devices have limited computational
power, operate on light-power batteries, and have less memory in use. The main purpose
of the sub-server is to assist the end devices with processing, memorizing, and optimizing
power consumption. Many lightweight gateway protocols have been designed to establish
communication with the other internal or external devices of a system. These protocols
have different characteristics and implementation methods to establish communication
among the devices. Many access requests come from the external network of the existing
system, though this is not applicable to the in-use lightweight protocols. For example, if a
web command passes to the IoT system, it usually passes with HTTP/HTTPS protocols.
However, the HTTP/HTTPS is not a lightweight protocol; thus, it may need to be converted
into a lightweight protocol like COAP or MQTT [35]. A protocol translation may come into
operation to convert the conventional protocols to the lightweight protocols or lightweight
protocols to the conventional protocols.

Transmitting external requests: Transmitting, executing, and deploying external re-
quests from a different zone, group, or network requires passing through the various
predetermined security points of a particular system to ensure the security requirements.
In this circumstance, implementing lightweight compatibility with end devices becomes
more challenging. Security operations such as authentication, authorization, data request
validation, and encryption require additional computation. Sub-servers control down-
stream communication (with the end IoT devices), as they can act as a parent device. As a
parent device, a sub-server should act like the head-point that responds to the upstream
data request, encrypts the transmitted data, encapsulates it, supports the implementation
of VPN tunneling, and validates the requests.

Validating requests: In an unprotected environment, IoT devices can become the
entry point for an attacker to gain access, which may disrupt the whole system. Therefore,
validating the upstream data can be an effective solution to reduce this vulnerability.
This type of validation includes analyzing data packet patterns, validating access tokens,
handling unknown access and unknown data pattern, and validating unique identifiers
like ZID, Dynamic DID, and the correlation ID for µs (if µs have been adopted).

Gateway Load balancing: In Figure 1, we present our proposed IoT edge layer archi-
tecture, in which sub-servers are interconnected as well as connected with the edge server.
To deploy load balancing, the execution command operated by the local/remote server
or the edge server (depending on the system architecture and deployment policy), the
sub-servers will interact with the load balancing control command and share the deployed
tasks among them. The sub-servers also exchange their load status with the parent edge
server and within the predetermined sub-server group members. This way, the entire
system is deployed based on a distributed processing architecture.

Adopting microservices: In heterogeneous IoT systems, researchers have shown more
interest in adopting µs instead of a monolithic architecture. However, implementing and
managing the µs in a large and complex environment requires some additional processing,
which may increase the use of processing resources at a particular stage. To avoid the
additional processing requirements from the end devices, we introduced the concept of a
sub-server. The sub-server manages every unique µs request and response on behalf of the
end devices, exempting the end devices from additional data processing or computational
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resource usage. Converting the existing system solution to a smart solution is always
challenging. The existing independent system solutions or monolithic legacy system
solutions can still be transformable with the µs [36].

Adopting Software-defined gateway functions: A software-defined gateway (SDG)
is designed to focus on industrial interconnections to converge with heterogeneous de-
vices [30]. We adopted the software-defined IoT gateway to automate and dynamically
manage the edge network for flexibility and easy programmability [37].

3.2.4. Gateway Functions at Edge Server (Phase 2)

In this architecture, the gateway has some smart functions, including protocol transla-
tion between different used protocols, executing µs, executing policy framework, filtering,
and processing generated data at the edge before sending it to the remote server or cloud,
executing an external operational command, and managing the logical groups of the inter-
nal devices. Regarding our proposed model, the gateway functions at the edge server are
presented below.

Transmitting external requests: The proposed model is a gateway-centric local network
wherein an edge server is the ultimate edge gateway device for transmitting external
requests. In this gateway-centric local network, the dependent devices act as the client.
The sub-server itself provides a client-supporting functionality as well as a parenting
functionality to the end devices. To execute the gateway functions of an edge gateway
to the end devices, the corresponding sub-server passes the gateway functions to the
end devices. This property of a sub-server can be denoted as Transparent mode; for the
edge gateway, it becomes Server mode, and for the end devices, it is Client mode. In
summary, in our proposed protocol, these three tire devices have three different modes:
Server, Transparent, and Client. The edge gateway and the end devices operate only on the
Server and Client mode, respectively, but the sub-server can perform in two modes: Client
or Transparent.

Managing the encryption decision: In an IoT environment, it is very challenging to
implement a robust encryption method through all IoT communication channels. To imple-
ment strong security, strong encryption needs to be implemented. The implementation of
encryption depends on the security requirement. The decision to execute encryption from
lightweight to strong [38] depends on the security requirement of the policy framework.

Protocol translation: In an IoT network, Different protocols are used to manage, con-
trol, and execute the command and establish a connection between external and internal
networks. In large and complex heterogeneous IIoT networks, various independent proto-
cols are implemented. Achieving synchronization and interoperability within this large
variety of protocols are challenging [39].

Managing logical groups: A logical group enables the devices to logically isolate one
group of devices from another. Managing and interconnecting devices within a logical
group ensures the implementation of the group policy and other relevant policies. By
implementing grouping techniques, devices (including sub-servers) from different zones
can be compiled into a group, enhancing security, manageability, and interoperability and
enforcing the group policy among the group members. According to our proposed model,
an edge server locally assigns coordinates and manages the associated end device groups.
An edge server also maintains a correlation with the external devices corresponding to
other edge servers to form a group. These external device groups can be called extended
groups. The operational and security features of both types of groups (immediate and
extended) can be defined through a related group policy in the policy framework.

Dynamic load distribution and balancing: The motivation for introducing the sub-
server is to assist the edge server with operational and computational tasks. Dynamic load
distribution can be used to reduce the workload from the edge server. As the hub of the
local IoT system of the proposed model, an edge server executes commands regarding
dynamic load distribution and load balancing depending on the availability of the end
nodes, traffic transmission channel preferences, system preferences, and deployment policy.
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Filtering the generated data: To avoid overwhelming the whole IoT system, the
filtering functions filter the routine or unnecessary data and send the critical and infrequent
data away for future analysis and development purposes. Traffic filtering techniques
are implemented to optimize the network traffic to comply with the available network
bandwidth. The filtering techniques used for the proposed protocol were developed via
categorizing, prioritizing, and processing the generated traffic based on traffic attributes
and the generating device.

Adopting Microservices: At the edge server, the µs are coordinated and deployed
to the associated sub-servers based on the operations that need to be performed. Every
microservice deployment and operation can be identified with a unique correlation ID
that correlates with a processing request. In this IoT service model, the functions of
the µs include (but are not limited to) authentication, protocol translation, managing
logical groups, software-defined gateway functions, ABAC operations, deploying filtering
decisions, managing, and deploying core policy framework.

Adopting SDN-enabled gateway functions: In the context of evaluating IoT networks
and network management features, SDNs have become a promising form of technology
for enhancing the programmability, resiliency, and security of an IoT network [37]. SDN-
enabled gateway functions are adopted to execute advanced gateway functions. The control
commands of remote or cloud servers are managed at the edge server and sub-server for
execution at the edge network. In the proposed model, the developed policy framework
defines the SDN-enabled gateway functions.

3.2.5. ELSGP Operational Flow and Policy Framework

Connectivity, privacy, security, adoption with open standards, device and data hetero-
geneity, and interoperability are the key concerns for the evaluation of IoT domains [40].
We have developed a prototype of a policy framework based on the above-mentioned key
concerns of IoT domains. We focused on the IIoT domain for the development of the policy
framework. To demonstrate and execute the policy framework functions in the proposed
model, we developed algorithms with the main functions of the designed ELSGP.

In Figure 3, we present a flowchart of the used ELSGP operational streams. The ELSGP
operations followed the developed policy framework. The flow of the policy framework ex-
ecution is illustrated, along with several identical operations, which include the following:
developing ABAC operations; defining protocol translation requirements and operational
flow; transmitting traffic filtering decisions; authentication requirements; secure tunneling
requirements; the deployment process of the software-defined gateway functions; defining
and developing gateway operations (if software-defined gateway functions are not de-
ployed); developing group, zonal, and network policies (depends on the executing model;
here, we have considered our proposed model); and designing and developing µs.

The policy framework deployment depends on the nature of the device. Our devel-
oped model contains three types of devices at the edge layer: end devices (end IoT devices
like sensors and actuators), a sub-server, and edge servers.

Dynamic policy generation, adjustment, and enforcement are currently being re-
searched for the deployment of various software-defined functionalities [41]. To alleviate
the critical challenges via the use of the designed ELSGP protocol, a policy is dynamically
deployed on each node and communication channel based on the predefined modular
functions, functional IDs, and device IDs.

3.3. Design of ELSGP

The ELSGP was designed with six basic functions: attribute-based access control,
authentication, dynamic load balancing and distribution, dynamic interoperability function,
traffic filtering, and secure Tunneling. Algorithms were developed based on the functions
of the proposed ELSGP.
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3.3.1. Authentication

In the edge server gateway, several security operations need to be processed and
validated at the edge layer [42]. Edge-based authentication will increase data communica-
tion security among the nodes [18]. Untrusted request management is one of the security
operations that needs to be conducted before processing the generated data from an end
node [42].
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The proposed ELSGP authentication process is designed with three parameters: MAC,
DID, and an access token. In this protocol, to enhance security and access control, every
operating device in the IoT system network will have multiple DID, which a sub-server
will manage. An edge server will manage the access token. The DID will be allocated
dynamically depending on the system security requirement. A single DID will expire
depending on the defined operating time to authenticate one or more operational request(s).
In this scenario, the DID can be allocated dynamically, and the dynamically deployed
device ID is denoted as DDID. An AND operation between MAC and DID/DDID will
authenticate the node requests and the node-generated data. IoT device communication
WITHIN a logical group or a system zone will be validated via MAC, DID/DDID, and
the access token (determined depending on system security level and lightweight weight
performance requirement).

The authentication process is facilitated via the use of two algorithms. The first al-
gorithm is for access token distribution and validation, and the second algorithm calls
the described functions in the access token distribution and validation algorithm to the
authentication algorithm. The authentication process cannot be independently conducted,
but it depends on the participating protocol(s) to finalize the authentication process
(Algorithms 1 and 2).

Algorithm 1 Access Token Distribution and Validation

1. F(ATD)//Defining Access Token Distribution function
2. F(ATV)//Defining Access Token Validation function
3. DID, ZID, NID//Defining Device ID, Zone ID, and Network ID
4. F(DDID)//Defining function for Dynamically defined device ID
5. Get_Source ()//Function for Identifying source operating device
6. Get_Destination ()//Function for Identifying destination operating device
7. Initialize F(DDID)//Operation at Sub-server
8. Step A: Get pattern
9. Define DDID Bitstream format
10. Step B: Set DDID
11. Generate DDID
12. Allocate DDID
13. Step C: Reset DDID
14. Define Reset Period//the reset function triggering interval
15. Repeat {Generate DDID
16. Allocate DDID}
17. Initialize F(ATD)//Operation at edge server
18. Step A: Get_Source ()
19. Get DID/F(DDID)
20. Get ZID, NID and MAC
21. Step B: Get_Destination ()
22. Get DID/F(DDID)
23. Get ZID, NID and MAC
24. Step C: Generate AT//Access token (AT) generating operation
25. Re-Generate AT
26. Step D: Distribute AT//(AT) distributing operation
27. Sync regenerated AT
28. Initialize F(ATV)//Operation at edge server
29. Step A: Verify AT Timestamp
30. Step B: Verify AT Bitstream
31. Step C: Validate AT
32. If
33. Step A AND Step B = True
34. Else
35. validation unsuccessful
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It is essential to establish a trust relationship between an end node and a server to
validate the generated traffic from a trusted device. Our developed access token validation
and distribution technique can be an effective solution to establish a strong trust relationship
between the server and the end IoT nodes. The end devices are allocated with the device
ID. Depending on the system preference, the allocation can be either statically user-defined
or dynamically system-defined. For dynamic device ID allocation, a sub-server operation,
the function F(DDID) is used. The second function, F(ATD), is for access token distribution,
an edge server operation. The third and the final function of the algorithm is to validate the
distributing access token. The two main steps of this function are to verify the timestamp
of the received and generated access token and verify the bitstream.

The bitstream of an access token is predefined but should not be identifiable by an
end device or an operating sub-server. The access token bitstream can be verifiable at the
edge server, which is expected to enhance the trustworthiness between the transmitting
devices without additional computing requirements at the end device. In Algorithm 2,
function F1_Auth is initialized for establishing the authentication and protocol translation
functions. F1_Auth executes the access token distribution, validation, and dynamic device
ID allocation functions, as presented in Algorithm 2.

This authentication process is only for authenticating end devices and the generated
traffic from the nodes (not the user). User authentication will be performed with the
used protocol.

Algorithm 2 Authentication and Dynamic Interoperability functions

1. F1_Auth () // Defining Authentication function
2. F2_IO () // Defining interoperability (IO) function
3. F(P) // Defining protocol translation function
4. deployment_id // unique deployment id as µs identity
5. P// operating protocol
6. Initialize F1_Auth
7. Initialize F(ATD) // For both server and client
8. Initialize F(ATV)
9. Validate DID, ZID, NID // For both server and client
10. Initialize F(DDID) // If the system authentication requirement allowed
11. If Check result is TRUE
12. Authorize device
13. Authorize generated Traffic
14. Check IO requirement
15. If check returns True
16. Initialize F2_IO ()
17. Get system configuration information
18. Get deployment_id
19. Request µs // from cloud or remote server
20. Get µS// operation at edge server, getting the requested µs
21. Deploy µS //Deploy µs operation at Sub-server
22. Initialize F(P)
23. If F(P) = Success
24. Get P //The operating communication protocol(s) P
25. Get entities of the operating protocol
26. Authorize protocol translation service
27. Else stop translation function to find protocol entities
28. Else stop IO function
29. Else Reject Authentication request

3.3.2. Dynamic Interoperability Function

In a real IIoT environment, many communication protocols and operational standards
are outlined, which makes interoperability and scalability more challenging [43]. Recent
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research has uncovered several solutions to the interoperability problem, including protocol
proxy, protocol translation, and middleware or MiddleBridge [39,44,45].

Example Scenario

An IIoT system can be operated via the use of various protocols, such as CoAP,
MQTT, REST, AMQP, HTTP, HTTPS, WebSocket, and so on. In this sample scenario, we
assume an IIoT system is operated with A and B protocols. Protocol A complies with
advanced encryption, where the computational requirement is much higher than the
maximum operational requirement of the end devices. Therefore, a much lighter protocol,
protocol B, is used for the end devices. Various portions of the edge layer of the system
are operated with some legacy solution. An edge server converts the transmitted traffic
between protocols A and B.

The existing problems of the IIoT system include the fact that the edge layer is vulnera-
ble to low-security exposure, requires massive operational tasks for translating the protocol,
is hugely complex in terms of system management and maintenance (not dynamic), and
makes it very hard to adopt safer and new technology due to the legacy solutions. The
system requirement is to mitigate these existing problems.

Existing solutions: Middleware or MiddleBridge is hardware that works as a protocol
converter. However, the middleware solution is mainly adaptable with network-layer
protocols but not with the application layer protocols, and this is one of the limitations
of middleware [39]. Using a protocol proxy is another solution for the interrogatability
problem, but the protocol proxy solution is not efficient enough in an IIoT environment
wherein the number of participants is high [39,44]. Protocol translation can mitigate the
limitations of the middleware and protocol proxy techniques. Protocol translation is
required where two or more protocols (from network layer protocol to application layer
protocols) are used to establish communication. This translating mechanism bridges two
different protocols that can convert the proprietary aspects of the entities or the data
standard of a protocol to a different protocol [45]. Executing a large operation every time at
the edge layer and securing seamless interconnection and configuration compatibility for
the heterogeneous end devices can be challenging for the protocol translation.

The developed interoperability functions: The interoperability function should be
secure, dynamic, and compatible with various end device configurations (including legacy
solutions) while using the least amount of operational tasks possible. The interoperability
operation can also securely convey remote control commands to the edge layer. The
developed interoperability gateway function supports strong encryption up to the edge
layer distribution point (sub-server) and complies with the enhanced lightweight security
protocols when an end device communicates with a remote/cloud server (or with another
end device of a different network). The implementation of these security features also
depends on the adopted policy framework or the system security level and the lightweight
performance requirements.

A master server (according to the proposed model, the master server is an edge
server) will execute the configurations of the interoperability function. Depending on
the system configuration information of an IIoT edge layer, the µs deployment will vary.
All the interoperability functions will be deployed as one or many µs. Every different µs
deployment should have a unique deployment ID. By sharing the system configuration
information, the master server will request the deploying file, which should be stored in
a remote/cloud server. For example, in the Azure cloud service, the deployment ID is
denoted as a parameter named deploymentid, which is needed to execute deploy the JSON
file [46]. Once the system environment is changed, the interoperability function executes
different deployment files with the associated µs. The master server deploys the µs to a
designated device (according to the proposed model, the designated device is a sub-server),
and the designated device executes µs to all the associated end devices.

In Algorithm 2, F2_IO is denoted as the interoperability function. The steps of initializ-
ing F2_IO are getting the system configuration information and requesting the deploying µs.
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If the µs discover the protocol translation requirement, the function F(P) is executed to find
the operating protocol. If different protocols participate in completing the communication,
then the protocol translation function F(P) requires translating theparticipating protocol
entities. For example, two protocols participate to establish communication where one
protocol needs to be transformed into another. The protocol translating function translates
the entities of one protocol into another protocol’s entities. If one protocol establishes the
communication, then the protocol translation function cannot be executed.

Referring to the above sample scenario, for the interoperability between protocols
A and B, the F(P) function can be dynamically executed. The associated deployment file
can be executed by obtaining the system configuration information, including the legacy
solution. The deployment can be recorded with deployment ID for similar use. Repeated
system management and maintenance tasks can be performed dynamically.

3.3.3. Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC)

Every operating device can be identified with its individual identification (ID) depend-
ing on the attribute of the device, which is called the attribute tag (ATAG), to control the
device’s access to a system network. The ATAG must incur a light overhead to fulfill the
network bandwidth requirement(s) and the round-trip delay.

To validate the ABAC operation, an ATAG along, with an Authentication function
(F1_Auth), will authenticate the device access request to join onto a network as shown in
Algorithm 3, communicating with the other network devices, validating the generated or
received data, and executing and validating the control command.

Algorithm 3 Attribute-based access control

1. F3_ABAC () // Defining Attribute based access control function
2. ATAG // Defining Attribute TAG from Attribute policy
3. R_F3 () // function for defining the rules from the policy
4. Begin
5. Initialize F3_ABAC ()
6. Initialize R_F3 ()
7. If R_F3 () = Success
8. Check ATAG
9. If F1_Auth () AND ATAG = True
10. Allow traffic flow
11. Else
12. Reject traffic flow
13. Else
14. Stop F3_ABAC ()
15. Acknowledge error initialization
16. end

3.3.4. Traffic Filtering

The traffic filtering function of the designed protocol is to optimize the network traffic
to comply with the bandwidth requirement. Categorizing, prioritizing, and processing
the generated data based on the attributes and filtering the repeated traffic are the key
functions of the traffic filtering process shown in Algorithm 4.

In the traffic filtering function, transmitted traffic is categorized into four types: regular
traffic, priority traffic, flooding traffic, and unknown traffic, denoted as T, PT, FT, and
UT, respectively. Periodic traffic can be defined as regular traffic. At a certain interval,
periodic traffic indicates the status of known events. The traffic filtering function F4_TF () is
developed with four subfunctions: a traffic classifier, priority function, summary function,
and traffic analyzer function. Traffic filtering policies may vary in different IoT systems.
The subfunctions operate according to the rules defined in the traffic filtering policy. The
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traffic analyzer subfunction categorizes the transmitted traffic as unknown traffic if the
nature of the traffic cannot be determined with predefined rules.

Algorithm 4 Traffic Filtering

1. T, PT, FT, UT //regular traffic, priority traffic, flooding traffic, unknown traffic
2. F4_TF ()// Defining the traffic filtering function
3. Traffic_Filtering_Policy // defining traffic filtering policy
4. TC ()// defining Traffic classifier function
5. PF ()// defining priority function
6. SF () // defining summery function
7. TA ()// Traffic analyzer function
8. Begin
9. Initialize F4_TF ()
10. Initialize TC ()
11. If TC ()→ T = true
12. Deploy Traffic_Filtering_Policy
13. Elseif TC ()→ PT = true
14. Execute PF () AND
15. Deploy Traffic_Filtering_Policy
16. Elseif TC ()→ FT = True
17. Execute SF () AND
18. Deploy Traffic_Filtering_Policy
19. Else TC ()→ UT =True
20. Stop UT // stop unknown traffic flow
21. Execute TA ()
22. If TA () =False //Traffic analyzer function return
23. Block UT
24. Update Traffic_Filtering_Policy
25. Else
26. Allow UT
27. End

3.3.5. Secure Tunneling

The proposed protocol aims to validate internal communication (within a system zone)
and external communication (with devices or servers out of a system zone). Device identity
parameters, encapsulating function, and secure tunneling policies will be used to establish
a secure tunnel between two nodes of different networks or system zones.

In Algorithm 5, the secure tunneling function is denoted as F5_ST (). The subfunction
P () is initialized to establish a logical path between the source and destination devices,
where several identification parameters are used for accomplishing the functional operation.
Depending on the level of the secure tunneling preferences, a secure communication tunnel
can be formed in three ways: a full strong encrypted state, a lightweight state, and a
policy-defined state.

Full strong encrypted state: A full strong encrypted state is formed when the source
and destination devices are connected with a strongly encrypted tunnel. Enc () is required
to outline the steps of forming a secure tunnel where the parameter Enc_Dec is needed to
define which protocol will be used for the strongly encrypted tunneling protocol, such as
Secure Shell (SSH) or Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol (SSTP), an internet protocol security
(IPsec). However, in an IoT environment, these protocols are not used to establish a secure
connection between two devices due to the constrained nature of the IoT devices. These
protocols are only used temporarily to connect with devices to execute control commands.
For example, Amazon Web Services (AWS) IoT secure tunneling is formed for a short-term
to set up a secure connection with a remote IoT device [47].
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Algorithm 5 Secure Tunneling

1. F5_ST ()// Defining the secure tunneling function
2. O, G, Z, N //Object, Group, Zone, and network
3. Encap_Dcap, Enc_Dec // Encapsulation and encryption requirement value
4. Tunnel_sec // the secure tunneling policy
5. Encap(), Dcap (), Enc_t ()// defining encapsulation, decapsulation, encrypted tunneling

functions
6. P() // network path defining function
7. Begin
8. Initialize F5_ST ()
9. Get O, G, Z, N // for Source
10. Get O, G, Z, N // for destination
11. Initialize P ()
12. Get Logical path // between source and destination
13. If Encap_Dcap= true // at lightweight state
14. Initialize Encap() // For transmitting traffic
15. Get keys// for device itself and next-hop device (from Source)
16. Set XOR // XOR operation between the key and data
17. O→ Z→ G→ N //Defining encapsulation order
18. Initialize Dcap ()// For retrieving traffic
19. O← Z← G← N // //Defining decapsulation order
20. Get keys // for device itself and next-hop device (from Destination)
21. Set XNOR // XNOR operation between the key and received data, for

retrieving transmitted traffic
22. Else
23. Stop Encap()
24. Stop Dcap ()
25. If Enc_Dec= true
26. Get protocol
27. Initialize Enc_t ()
28. End if
29. If Tunnel_sec =true // at lightweight state
30. Execute Tunnel_sec
31. End if
32. End

Lightweight state: At a very low computing stage in which a full strong encrypted
tunnel cannot be created, a secure encapsulation method can be applied to transmit traffic
between a source and a destination device. In the above-listed algorithm, we presented
a method of secure tunneling wherein the parameter Encap_Dcap is required to identify
the lightweight state. If the channel is required to form with a lightweight state, then
the parameter Encap_Dcap returns True and the subfunction Encap() is initialized. In the
lightweight state, two secret keys are exchanged within the source and destination end.
One key is for the source device itself and the other key is for the next-hop device (where
the hop count is 1). An XOR operation is set between the exchanged key and the device-
generated data frame. This process is repeated at the next-hop device but with different
keys. Data encapsulation is formed using this order O→ Z→ G→ N. Data decapsulation
is for the destination, which is directed using the reverse order, followed by an XNOR
operation to retrieve the received data frame.

Policy-defined state: A policy-defined state is also part of the solution, this arrange-
ment fulfills the requirement of balancing full strong encryption and a lightweight state.
Tunnel_sec defines the secure tunneling policy, which includes the participating protocol
and policy that applies to the configured network segments. The policy deployment file
will be defined with a unique deployment ID for future reuse.
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3.3.6. Dynamic Load Distribution and Balancing

The function of dynamic load distribution and balancing depends on several parame-
ters of the edge servers and sub-servers. The parameters are divided into two categories:
load information parameters and load status parameters. The load information parameters
include the number of operating sub-servers, the load threshold values for each edge server,
the load threshold values for each sub-server, the health check threshold values, the task
queue threshold values for each edge server, and the task queue threshold values of each
participating sub-server. The health check value depends on the CPU capacity, power
status, channel status, computing time, and system preference.

The load status parameters include health check current values, current load at the
designated sub-server, the current task queue value of the designated edge server, the
current task queue value of the designated sub-server, and identifying the sub-server(s)
available for load sharing. In Algorithm 6, the dynamic load distribution and balancing
function is split into three steps: obtaining the load information parameter, obtaining the
load status, and defining the load balancing and distribution function.

Algorithm 6 Dynamic load distribution and balancing

1. F6_dldb ()// Defining the Dynamic load distribution and balancing function
2. Step A Get load information parameters
3. Nss //number of sub-servers
4. L //load threshold value for edge server
5. l //load threshold value for sub-server
6. ht //health check threshold values
7. TQt //Task queue threshold value of an edge server
8. tqt //Task queue threshold value of a sub-server
9. Step B Get load status parameters
10. h //current health check values
11. cl //current load at designated sub-server
12. CL //current load at designated edge server
13. TQ //Current task queue value of the designated edge server
14. tq// Current task queue value of the designated sub-server
15. ls //available sub-server(s) for load sharing
16. Step C Balance load
17. Initialized F6_dldb()
18. if (CL ≥ L or TQ≥ TQt )
19. Calculate ∆L // ∆L←(CL-L)
20. Select ls
21. If cl <l AND ht <h AND tq<tqt
22. Endif
23. Distribute ∆L∝ ∆l or ∆TQ∝ ∆ tq //∆TQ←(TQ-TQt) and

∆tq←(tqt–tq)
24. Update load parameters
25. Update status parameters
26. Else repeat Step c

In step C, the load balancing and distribution function is defined. If a server exceeds
its load threshold value or task queue threshold value, then F6_dldb () is initialized. A sub-
server is selected for load sharing if the current load value is less than the threshold value
AND health check values are better than the threshold value AND the current task queue
value is less than the threshold value. The exceeded load of an edge server ∆L distribution
is proportional to the ∆l (difference between the threshold load and the current load of a
sub-server), and ∆TQ is distributed with the proportion of ∆tq. The load information and
status parameters are updated according to the executed modifications.
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4. Analysis and Evaluation

In this section, we analyze and evaluate the performance and features of the designed
protocol based on simulation studies. Section 4.1 presents the mathematical modeling of
the distributed computational system. Section 4.2 presents our analysis of the developed
algorithm. An evaluation of the features with several fault models is presented in Section 4.3.
We also present a probability analysis, an explanation of the simulation process, and a
comparison and evaluation of the findings, respectively, in Sections 4.4–4.6.

4.1. Modeling of the Distributed Computational System

A distributed model is required to enhance the performance of a system by reducing
the load from the centralized servers. Assume that an edge layer of a system has NI number
of IoT devices, NSS number of sub-servers, and NES number of edge servers. Therefore, the
total number of nodes, N, in the edge layer of the system is equal to the sum of the numbers
of IoT devices, sub-servers, and edge servers. Therefore N = NI + NSS + NES. With this
distributed system architecture, the number of the nodes must follow the following order:
NI > NSS > NES.

The IoT nodes are directly connected with an adjacent sub-server, which accumulates
the number of IoT nodes under each sub-server. Therefore, the number of adjacent IoT
nodes with the sub-servers will be as follows:

NI =
Nss

∑
1

(
INSS

)
Here, INSS represents the number of adjacent IoT nodes with each sub-server. If we

denote the number of nodes including the sub-server itself as SS, then

ES =
NES

∑
1

(
SSNES + 1

)
Similarly, if we denote the number of nodes including the edge server itself as ES, then

all sub-servers and IoT devices are considered to be nodes. In other words, the total number
of nodes in the edge layer of a system N is equal to the accumulation of the numbers of
nodes adjacent to each edge server ES.

In a nutshell, the hierarchical modeling and topological definition of the distributed
commutation system are presented here. In an edge layer, all the operations need to be
performed with resiliency, adaptability, stability, reliability, and effectiveness. Considering
all these metrics, modeling presents how every functioning node will be interconnected in
the edge layer of a system.

4.2. Analysis of the Algorithm

We present the formulation of the protocol features relating to the computational
complexity of IoT devices. Here, computational complexity determines the resources
required to execute the algorithm and dependent functions.

4.2.1. Access Token Distribution and Validation

In a predefined period, the frequency of generating DDID is denoted as Fp; the period
is defined according to the system requirements and policies. The generated DDID is
considered to be the periodic traffic, which is the subclass of one of the classified traffic
types in Section 3.3.4. For the frequency, Fp of DDID allocation per defined period p, we
assume ns number of time slots, where every time slot duration is t. The p and FP can be
defined as follows:

p =
ns

∑
1

tns
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Fp =
∑ns

1 tns

t
or Fp =

p
t

To calculate the amount of traffic generated due to the distributed access token, the
associated parameters need to be determined. According to the algorithm developed in
Section 3.3.1, four different types of identification information are associated with access
token distribution and validation: DID, MAC, ZID, and NID. We assume the average size of
the packets associated with the identity information as Ip, which contains the information
of DID, MAC, ZID, and NID. Then, the size traffic overhead TOA is as follows:

TOA = Ip

However, if the DID is generated dynamically after a predetermined period, the packet
size will be [DID]Fp. During the communication initializing time, other identification
information is required, including MAC, ZID, and NID. The packet size is denoted as Ipex,
which contains the information excluding DDID. The amount of traffic overhead can be
calculated as follows:

TOA = Ipex + [DID]Fp

Therefore, the traffic overhead due to the access token distribution and validation can
be calculated as follows:

TOA = [Ipex + [DID]Fp ] || [Ip]

4.2.2. Dynamic Interoperability and Secure Tunneling

The authentication function is completed with the access token validation result. The
authentication function is initialized if the validation result returns True. In Sections 3.3.1
and 3.3.2, we presented the authentication and dynamic interoperability mechanism. The
interoperability function requires system configuration information from every associated
node, which initiates the associated end IoT nodes to generate packets in response to the
request. We assume that the volume of traffic generated with the interoperability function
is TIO.

Secure tunneling creates a logical path between the source and destination devices. A
logical path can be defined in three ways, namely, a full strong encrypted state, a lightweight
state, and a policy-defined state (we introduced these states in Section 3.3.5). Based on
the system preferences, one of these processes will be executed. Among the three, the full
strong encrypted state consumes the most resources, and the lightweight state requires
the least. The resources include memory, processing unit, communication unit, and power
sources [48].

If we consider the average traffic overhead due to establishing a logical path as TES,
TLS, and TPS for the full strong encrypted state, lightweight state, and policy-defined state,
respectively, then the traffic overhead due to secure tunneling, TST, can be calculated
as follows:

TST = [TES] || [TLS] || [TPS]

If we assume TO as the total traffic overhead of the proposed ELSGP protocol, then TO
can be calculated as follows:

TO = TOA + TIO + TES

4.3. Fault Analysis

The failure of one or multiple critical devices may cause substantial losses, and the
impact may spread throughout the system. To analyze faults, we considered several well-
recognized fault models, including the Byzantine fault model, the Transient fault model,
and cascading failure. The well-known Byzantine fault model was chosen to interpret the
resiliency against fault nodes (due to identified vulnerability, affected with known or unknown
attacks, infected with malware, exhibiting malicious behavior, and so on). Transient faults
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and cascading failure cause the instability of a system. We considered both faults as these
faults because both may cause tremendous impacts throughout a system. All these three fault
models and the remediation processes against the faults are elaborated on below.

4.3.1. Byzantine Fault

Byzantine faults derive from the Byzantine General Problem (Castro et al., 1999).
With this problem, in a distributed system, a component fails to perform or appears with
imperfect information. The node that is seemingly malfunctioning is called a Byzan-
tine node. To tolerate the fault, the number of faults should be fewer than 1/3 of the
total nodes [49]. In other words, if a system has f number of fault nodes, there will be
(1 + 3f ) number of nodes to tolerate the fault. This fault tolerance is essential because of the
increasing attacks and arbitrary behavior of malicious nodes. To enhance fault resiliency,
we developed a Trust and Priority Impact relation, which is presented in the following
sub-section (Section 4.3.2).

4.3.2. Trust and Priority Impact Relation

Depending on the significance of the tasks, the viability of resources for security
operations, and the threats and vulnerability protection mechanisms, we determined
different degrees of trust, as shown in Table 1. Here, the lower the value of the degree of
trust, the higher the trustworthiness, and we consider the degrees of trust as Dt.

Table 1. Different degrees of trust.

Degree of Trust Types of Nodes

Dt
4 End nodes/IoT devices/sensors/actuators

Dt
3 Sub-server

Dt
2 Edge server

Dt Remote server/control server/cloud

Priority impact factor: The priority impact factor is the inverse of the degree of trust,
which presents the impact of the faultiness of a node. We assume the priority impact factor
as Pi and p as the power of degree of trust a node; therefore,

pi =
1

Dp
t

If we consider n as the number of nodes, then the priority impact of the faultiness of
nodes can be presented as follows:

pi =
∑n

0 (p n f n)

n
During the fault scenario, other nodes will determine Pi; here, a higher value of Pi

means the higher the impact of the faultiness, and a lower Pi means the lower the impact of
the faultiness. We calculate the degree of trust for n number of devices using the following:

1
Dt

p =
∑n

1 (pn fn)

n

Dt
p =

n
∑n

1 (pn fn)

Dt = p

√
n

∑n
1 (pn fn)

where n is the number of devices with the same degree of trust. If we consider a group
of devices with different p, then the Dt of the group of devices can be calculated as the
multiplication of the Dt values with different p values.
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4.3.3. Transient Faults

Transient faults are very hard to prevent because they occur for a limited duration due
to many reasons (including malfunctioning, power outage, a network being busy, and so
on), and the system comes back to normal when the fault disappears [50]. No prevention
mechanism was introduced into our distributed computing model. However, we have
adopted a fault mitigation mechanism to provide resilience to the system. The mitigation
process is made up of four stages, all of which are presented below.

1. Get: exchange the system log among the non-faulty nodes.
2. Diagnose: diagnose the log to identify the cause of the fault.
3. Organize: plan a fault resolution process.
4. Commit: execute the predetermined resolution plan and acknowledge the fault reso-

lution status from the faulty node(s).

With these four stages, a system will mitigate the transient fault. During the Get
process, the packets for the logs are categorized as priority traffic, as defined in Section 3.3.4.

4.3.4. Cascading Failures

Cascading failures cause devastating consequences for a system. A cascading event
happens with a node and triggers the event in other nodes [51]. Ref. [51] conducted a
systematic review of fault modeling and analyzed the mitigation process by considering
and understanding the cause of the failure. To ensure resiliency and reliability in the
distributed computational system, we developed an isolation mechanism as a part of the
access token validation and distribution process, which will enhance the security of the
system and mitigate the cascading failure. In Section 3.2.1, we presented the concept of
zones and groups, which will isolate a physical or logical group from others. By observing
the nature of the failure, cascading failures trigger a domino-like chain effect. Although
there is a chance that the failure can be contained within a portion of the system, the
isolation technique will prevent the fault from spreading to a larger system portion or to
the whole system elements. Hence, the mitigation mechanism can ensure reliable resiliency
against failures.

4.4. Probability Analysis

When some of the system components behave arbitrarily and show unpredictable
behavior, it generates traffic in response to the unstable condition (the categories of the
generated traffic were presented in Section 3.3.4). With this uncontrolled scenario, the
components are recognized as faulty. We assume that the probability of f number of faulty
devices in a system is equal to p(f). Hence, the probability of non-faulty devices is equal to
(1 − p(f)). If we assume that faultiness is a discrete event that happens within a period, P,
then the probability of faultiness can be calculated as follows:

P( fP) =
|FTstart − FTend|

P

P( fP) =
F∆T
P

where FTstart is presented as the fault start time, FTend as the fault end time, and F∆T as
the duration of the fault. If we assume a fault event with responding traffic ft and the
probability of generating traffic while responding to the faultiness as P( ft), then it can be
calculated as the sum of the probability of each type of traffic. Therefore,

P( ft) = P( fut)+P
(

fpt
)
+P
(

f f t

)
Here, fut, fpt, f f t represent the fault event with responding unknown, priority, and

flooding traffic accordingly, and P( fut), P
(

fpt
)
, P
(

f f t

)
presents the probability of obtain-

ing corresponding traffic within the calculated period. During the arbitrary or unstable
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condition, if any of these three types of traffic is generated, then the probability of faultiness
is equal to the probability of obtaining responding traffic. Hence,

P
(

fp
)
= P( ft)

4.5. Explanation of the Simulation Process

The performance of the proposed protocol was evaluated with the OMNET++ simula-
tor by evolving a simulation scenario. We selected several performance metrics to compare
the protocol’s results with that of other protocols, including CoAP, MQTT, and DDS.

4.5.1. Simulation Scenario

Regarding the simulation environment, a sample network topology with 19 nodes,
including 12 end IoT nodes, 4 sub-server nodes, 2 edge server nodes, and 1 remote server,
was created. Table 2 shows the chosen simulation parameters.

Table 2. Chosen values for different simulation parameters.

Parameter Name Value

Number of nodes 19
Packet count 5551

Link layer protocol Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
Simulation time 100 s

Module used Simple and Compound
Framework INET

Power modules INET Energy modules
Mobility Static

Link Eth100M

Using this example scenario, the simulation process was conducted 12 times for 100 s
to achieve a 95% confidence interval. With the simulation results, node(s) may not act as
faulty, leading to the generation of results without considering faults. Performance metrics
were defined using appropriate parameters to extract and record results.

4.5.2. Simulation Results

Figure 4 shows the average end-to-end delay and mean end-to-end delay. The graph
plots 5551 packets for 100 s, and these generated packets travel a maximum of five hops to
arrive at the destination node. For the first 30 s, the graph shows an unstable end-to-end
delay line, which is due to the uneven traffic overhead, but subsequently, it becomes more
stable. The mean value of end-to-end delay is recorded as 0.01099 s, which is equal to
10.99 ms. Note: the result of end-to-end delay does not consider propagation delay as the
delay is very insignificant.

Figure 5 presents the proportion of power consumption by each end node over time.
It is clearly observable that the plotted line shows mostly steady state conditions, although
there is some instability due to the initial data processing on each node for the first 30 s. The
mean value of the proportion of power consumption is noted as 0.00894 of 100 J (energy
storage module of INET used in each end node). In other words, the energy consumption
rate is 0.894 J/s.
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Figure 6 illustrates the average throughput per end node over time. It can clearly be
observed that the average throughput is noted as a non-steady state condition for the first
few seconds, which is due to the uneven packet volume and processing time.

The simulation results show that the mean throughput value for the end nodes is
444,080.0 bytes per second, which is equivalent to 3.553 Mbps. Figure 5 shows the plotted
values for the 5551 packets transmitted across the different end nodes for 100 s. Here,
the parameter of the probability of faultiness is taken randomly between 0.0 and 0.9,
where a lower value corresponds to a lower likelihood of being faulty and a higher value
corresponds to a higher probability of being faulty. Because of a node failure, the model
generates some corresponding traffic to mitigate the faults, which causes the simulated
throughput results to be uneven.
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4.6. Comparison and Evaluation of the Findings

Our comparison of the performance metrics of the ELSGP with other competing
protocols, including CoAP, MQTT, and DDS, were based on our simulation results and the
performance results reported in several sources in the literature [21,52,53]; the limitations
of the performance evaluation are also presented in this section.

4.6.1. Comparison and Evaluation

To measure the performance of the comparable protocols, throughput, end-to-end
delay, and power consumption were considered valuable metrics. Figure 7 compares the
measured throughput of ELSGP against the other protocols. This comparison only shows
the achieved throughput for the IoT nodes, the average of which was 3.553 Mbps per node,
whereas CoAP, DDS, and MQTT show averages of 2.02, 1.62, and 2.38 Mbps, respectively.
In other words, the throughput of the IoT node with ELSGP shows a value that is 75.89%
higher than that of CoAP, 49.28% higher than that of MQTT, and more than double of the
throughput of DDS.
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Figure 8 shows a comparison among the protocols in terms of end-to-end delay.
The graph shows that the lowest delay is for ELSGP at 10.99 ms. The main objective of
distributed computation is to enhance the computing capabilities of edge layer nodes to
achieve high performance for real-time operations. As shown in Figure 8, ELSGP achieves
minimum delay within the existing lightweight protocols.
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Obviously, low traffic overhead reduces energy consumption, and it gives leverage to
utilize the energy for power-constrained devices. Figure 9 illustrates that the average power
consumption rate per IoT node using ELSGP is 0.894 J/s, which is more than two times and
more than five times less in comparison to the rate of CoAP and DDS, respectively. The
results also show that the power consumption rate using ELSGP is 10.6% lower than the
rate using MQTT.
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To sum up, based on the observed performance comparisons, ELSGP shows robust
performance in terms of throughput, end-to-end delay, and energy consumption.

4.6.2. Limitations of Performance Evaluation

The proposed protocol was designed based on the aforementioned developed dis-
tributed computational model, whereas the comparative protocols were developed for a
traditional edge layer architecture. Hence, the comparison results may not truly reflect the
performance of each protocol, and the observed results may be higher or lower than the
actual results.

We have presented three different types of faultiness. In this study, the nature of
faultiness was considered to be as presented in Section 4.3. However, a fault can only be
defined with a set of predetermined random probabilistic values.

5. Conclusions

With the rapid expansion of IoT and IoT-dependent systems, risks associated with
security breaches, vulnerabilities, and threats are also rising. Due to constrained resources
such as memory, processing unit, energy source, and bandwidth, IoT devices have lim-
ited capabilities to perform security operations like authentication, encryption, incident
response, and other critical operations. This open research problem highlights the signifi-
cance of adopting a lightweight security protocol based on a distributed computational
architecture that can function within the limited capabilities of IoT devices.
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5.1. Summary of the Contributions

This research article proposed an enhanced lightweight security gateway protocol
based on a developed distributed computational model. A summary of the contributions
of this study is provided below.

By scrutinizing the characteristics of IoT devices and system requirements, we developed
a distributed computational model for the edge layer (described in Sections 3.2.3, 3.2.4 and 4.1).
This model introduces a new type of node called a sub-server, which functions as an
edge server but does not substitute it. The purpose of a sub-server is to distribute the
computation power to perform the functions of the edge devices more efficiently and
enhance the security operations. Along with the sub-server, the end nodes, edge server,
and remote server are also members of this hierarchical model.

The proposed protocol has six operational features: access token distribution and vali-
dation, authentication and dynamic interoperability, attribute-based access control, traffic
filtering, secure tunneling, and dynamic load distribution and balancing. The access token
distribution and validation features demonstrate how different levels of identifications and
validations are required to establish a trust relationship between nodes. Authentication
enables the securely establishment of connectivity and allows for the transmission of traffic
between two nodes. In a heterogeneous system, devices are operated with more than
one communication protocol and operational standard, and the interoperability function
enables compatibility with various end device configurations (including legacy solutions)
(as discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). The ABAC operations are also a part of au-
thentication, which enables (through the use of attribute tags) the authentication of the
device access request for joining onto a network, communicating with the other network
devices, validating the generated or received data, and executing and validating the con-
trol command (as discussed in Section 3.3.3). The traffic filtering function facilitates the
deployment of traffic filtering policies to reduce the volume of unwanted traffic (as shown
in Section 3.3.4). Among the features of ELSGP, a secure tunnel enables the establish-
ment of a logical path between the sending and receiving ends. The ELSGP consists of
three different states: the full encrypted state, the lightweight state, and the policy-defined
state (as presented in Section 3.3.5). Lastly, a dynamic load distribution and balancing
function was developed with two different types of parameters—load information and
load status parameters—which allow for the balancing and distribution of loads within
policy-defined sub-servers and edge servers (as described in Section 3.3.6).

Considering the variability of system requirements, ELSGP adopts a policy frame-
work that can define the protocol features according to the requirements, which also in-
cludes microservice deployment and software-defined operations. This study also showed
fault mitigation mechanisms for Byzantine, cascading, and transient faults (as noted in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4).

The evaluation and comparison results show that ELSGP shows enhanced perfor-
mance in terms of throughput, end-to-end delay, and power consumption. In a nutshell,
by studying the variability of system requirements, operational performance, and fault
resiliency, it can be said that ELSGP could be a viable solution for the IoT edge layer.

Our proposed protocol is very adaptable; thus, it can be used to improve performance
in time-critical real-world scenarios in the manufacture of plants, the processing of plants,
industrial inspection and vision processing, highly IoT-intensified warehouses, healthcare
(surgical centers), and anywhere where real-time data processing, local decision-making,
and enhanced security for edge environments would be required.

5.2. Future Scope

This research article was the first step to develop a lightweight protocol under a
distributed computational model. In future work, we will focus on investigating a number
of open research problems. The notable future research directions can be summarized
as follows:
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We would like to further investigate the performance of the proposed protocol. For
this study, we evaluated its performance under different conditions. Still, further analysis
could be performed by re-evaluating the protocol performance via comparisons with other
relevant metrics and, if required, identifying and rectifying the required modifications of the
protocol design. Performance may vary with different network sizes, mobility patterns, and
system requirements. We simulated and evaluated the proposed protocol’s performance
under predetermined fault conditions and a known environment, but the findings may vary
under unknown conditions. The mobility of the operating devices and the characteristics
of the communication channels may also have an impact on the performance. Our future
investigations regarding performance analysis will consider these conditions.

The development of a high-performance and cost-effective sub-server, such as the
one that was implemented into our proposed protocol (e.g., a sub-server adapted from a
Raspberry pi 4, an Arduino board, or a newly designed device), is beyond the scope of this
paper; however, this could be an interesting direction for future research articles to explore.
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